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Description:A carnival is taking place in
Santiniketan when India demands the
return of Rohidasthi as per its laws and
gets ready to burn the newly
constructed house.Alwar, their
ancestral home, is taken over by their
cousins Radha and Rajkumari.The two
girls, who can neither read nor write,
marry their cousins. One day they
receive a challenging letter from their
family, threatening to drag them for a
lifetime if they do not give up their
love.Having already been sold by a
local merchant, Aarumana, to Rajaraja,
the king of Bihar, they are forced to
marry the monarch and become his
queens.The stern duty of a queen
demands silence and obedience from
such women and they are much more
eager to please their liege lords than to
fight and rebel against the harsh caste
system. But these princesses are a
match for the schemes of their spouses
and the jealous spirit of their mother
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who, they are convinced, is behind all
their troubles. Their story in
â€œAaravindh The Royal Love Storyâ€
is both enchanting and entertaining.
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Extension, if I remove the 'desc' from ''
do I remove the label for that span? I
have an extension that alters the
page's HTML, and I have a style set to
'display:block' to make it visible. If I
remove the 'desc' from the '', do I
remove the 'label' that comes along
with it, or are the labels simply
inherited by the parent element? If so,
how do I make the label for that span
disappear so that it will render without
the label? The span: And I have the
following style set: span.part-linkscontainer { display: block; backgroundcolor: #c78cff; padding: 5px; } A:
Couple of points: display:block will
make any display: contents() on the
same level become block elements. You
are defining display:block for a span
element. This means that all of the
contents will be displayed as block
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